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Your name wallpaper live

With so many fun and colorful wallpaper designs available, you can easily decorate your child's room and make it one you'll both love for years. Here are some of our favorites. Floral patterns can successfully stretch over several years as your child grows. Plus, florals often offer many
complementary color choices you can pull out and highlight for bedding and accents as your little one's favorite color evolves. By choosing a wallpaper that contains patterns, shapes and colors that can stand the test of time - and vagaries of the children's changing tastes - you can create a
space that will grow with your child, from kindergarten to teenage years. Wallpaper that uses repetitive shapes like stars, dots, hearts and diamonds are options that look fresh for many years. As a bonus, patterned shapes don't limit your options when it comes to changing out fabrics,
accents, and bedding. Stripes are another great option when it comes to children's spaces. Classic, timeless patterns like these don't become obsolete in either boys' or girls' rooms. Image via Lindsey Regan Thorne Wallpaper Source York Wall Coverings Traditional wallpapers that you
might choose for other rooms can also work well in children's rooms when done in bright, vibrant, child-friendly colors, such as lemon yellow, fuchsia, and electric blue. Photo via Collins-Interiors What is your Decorating Style? Quirky wallpapers create an eye-catching space your little one

will love. Papers with funny and funky themes and illustrations can be used throughout the room or hung on a single accent wall. Neutral wallpaper colors allow you to easily change accent colors and other décor of the room as your child grows. These soft shades pair beautifully with bold,
bright accents so you can update the look of the room that your child likes. You may not think an animal pattern wallpaper can endure in your children's rooms, but many of today's wallpaper manufacturers offer designs that are both kid- and adult-friendly. This is a fun option in common
rooms such as a child's bathroom that also serves as a guest bathroom. Pictured via Loi Thai for Tone on Tone Wallpaper Source Thibaut Nairobi Grey Wallpaper murals and vinyl decals are two more options for children's rooms. These choices offer a versatile alternative to traditional
wallpapers and can be easily removed if a child grows from the design. With Halloween on the way, you don't just decorate your home and yard to reflect your love at this time of year. It's also the perfect time to decorate your smartphone with some Halloween live wallpaper. Here's a look at
the 3D live wallpaper you can have for your smartphone. Whether you want a cute Halloween wallpaper or creepy pictures, there's something for you. A simple app and live wallpaper, Halloween Live Wallpaper gives you bats and witches flying across your Android phone screen. You can
change the background colors and the speed at which they fly. Occasional lightning strikes keep things varied This is a fun if mildly creepy looking Halloween phone wallpaper. Download for: Halloween Live Wallpaper by BlackBird Wallpapers has two different spooky backgrounds to
choose from. There is a castle that offers ghosts in a haunted house kind of way, along with a Gothic cemetery that has gargoyles, skulls and headstones. It is possible to change the type of night sky in the background, cause meteor shower effects, as well as interact with an animated witch
flying around on a broom. Fireflies can also be activated for a slightly more night themed approach. Download for: Bats are the most important part of this Halloween live wallpaper app, so if you love creatures, you'll want to use this all year round. The wallpaper simply depicts bats flying
across the screen at the speed at which you choose them to fly on. At the bottom you can see glowing pumpkins and the occasional ghost, but the real star of the app here are the many bats. They fly over a backdrop of a moon that you can change the color of to suit your eerie taste.
Download For: Have you ever wanted a skeleton sneaking around on your smartphone's desk? Halloween 3D Live Wallpaper allows you to do just that. Its live wallpaper is pretty simple at heart, but it's certainly eerie in nature. Activate wallpaper and you get a skeleton almost dancing
around the screen. It's accompanied by a pumpkin and a rather creepy backdrop of a huge moon, crow and tombstone too. Strangely, it's actually fun to stare at. Download too: Halloween doesn't just have to be creepy and creepy. It can also be pretty cute as shown in Cute Halloween Live
Wallpaper. The live wallpaper offers a cute animated kitten that just loves to sit in a pumpkin all day. He keeps an eye on where your finger roams the screen and you can burst bubbles in front of him too. Consider it a kind of stress relief throughout the day. There are the option of three
pumpkin faces and six different backgrounds too. Download For: Live Wallpapers 3d &amp; HD Themes are not exclusively for Halloween iPhone live wallpapers, but it has some creepy choices in there. Expect a few free living backgrounds that are dark and moody with the likes of sinister
buildings and creepy-looking trees. It's a subtle bunch of Halloween themes, but ideal if you don't want to go for goofy. Download For: Another live wallpaper app that offers a bit of everything, Live Wallpapers &amp; Background has some creepy Halloween live wallpapers if you search for
them. There's a simple if sinister pumpkin, a close hold up of some kind of demonic creature, and some suitably sinister scenery to get you in the Halloween mood. A little more classic looking than other wallpapers, this one is good for if you want your phone to look both professional yet
festive too. Download For: Graham &amp; Brown Most of the time when you are looking for wallpaper, you are probably more focused on color and pattern than than it really is called. But take a closer look at wallpaper names and and find some of the most inventive monikers – so clever in
fact, they could rival even the most out there celebrity baby names (sorry Apple!). To prove our point, we've rounded up 20 of the best wallpaper styles that could easily fit your little munchkin. When you're done, be sure to check out our baby names inspired by paint colors for a little extra
inspo. 1 of 20 Storm Like this cool, abstract take on striped wallpaper, the name Storm exudes energy and strength.$129, FeathrBuy Now 2 of 20 Paisley This print is known worldwide, but as a baby name, it couldn't be more unique (and adorable!). $230, Farrow &amp; BallBuy Now 3 of 20
Artemis Because what could be cooler than sharing a name with the Greek goddess of nature? Equal parts feminine and angular. $298, AnthropologieBuy Now 4 of 20 Narina Like the beautiful Narina trogan bird in South Africa that this wallpaper is inspired by, the name makes an
impression. For trade, Cole&amp;Son; Buy now 5 of 20 Ryoan When you name your child Ryoan after this preppy design, prepare lots of family summers in Nantucket. $2.27 per square foot, Joss &amp; MainBuy Now 6 of 20 Otomi Considering this print was inspired by the traditional
embroidered textiles from the Otomi people of Mexico, you know a child with this name will be the ultimate artistic type.$140, Hygge&amp;West; Buy now 7 of 20 Dauphine 8 of 20 Titania There is something just a tad mischievous about a harlequin motif. The name Titania is just as playful.
For trade, Cole&amp;Son; Buy now 9 of 20 Marlow Cute and outside-the-box, with a name like Marlow, your child is destined to be just as charming.$40, Chasing PaperBuy Now 10 of 20 Samphire It's also apparently the name of a plant that thrives on the British coast. Just maybe your little
one will grow up to have a green thumb!$230, Farrow&amp;Ball; Buy now 11 of 20 Tallinn With a hip name like Tallinn, your child is almost born a trendsetter.$186, Jupiter10Buy Now 12 of 20 Aja Prediction: The child with this name will grow up to be the ultimate jetsetter/Instagram
influencer.$190, Hygge&amp;West; Buy now 13 of 20 Zen For the Little One that is all about the crib and chill lifestyle. Naps all day please!$ 110, Graham&amp;Brown; Buy now 14 of 20 Davenport Art Deco are making a comeback. Why not be on-trend with a baby name that is just as
snazzy?$78, AnthropologieBuy Now 15 of 20 Tabriz This wallpaper design draws its inspiration from Persian Kilims. The name itself is equally striking. $129, FeathrBuy Now 16 of 20 Ravenna The small cubes in this mosaic layout can't help but stand out, just as a child named Ravenna
certainly would. To trade, Osbourne &amp; LittleBuy Now 17 of 20 Olana Sounds like a character from one of Shakespeare's plays, right? I have to love the drama. $50, Graham&amp;Brown; Buy now 18 of 20 Vienna Yes, that's the name of Austria's capital. But isn't it unique?$ 186,
Jupiter10Buy Now 19 of 20 Everly By omitting two letters in Beverly, you just created the hippest name ever. So So per square meter, Joss &amp; MainBuy Now 20 of 20 Linden This classic ditsy print is sure to bring instant character to any room. We could say say about any child named
Linden.$98, Serena &amp; LilyBuy Now
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